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Abstract
We consider semi-discrete discontinuous Galerkin approximations of a general elas-
todynamics problem, in both displacement and displacement-stress formulations. We
present the stability analysis of all the methods in the natural energy norm and derive
optimal a-priori error estimates. For the displacement-stress formulation, schemes
preserving the total energy of the system are introduced and discussed. We include
some numerical experiments in three dimensions to verify the theory.
1 Introduction
Understanding the physics of earthquakes is of crucial importance for predicting their
impacts on the human and natural environment and delineating seismic risk reduction
strategies. However, to produce realistic seismic events is needed not only correct assump-
tions on the physical parameters of the model, but also numerical methods capable to
to face the typical multi-scale nature of such problems. Nowadays, despite the the great
development of High Performance Computer facilities, the representation of seismic events
is still a challenging task that present two different but fundamental difficulties: the need
for geometrical flexibility , essential when dealing with complex wave phenomena, and the
control of dissipation and dispersion errors introduced by the numerical scheme, since ac-
curate approximation of amplitude and phase of the waves gives important informations
about the interior structure and consistency of materials. These two pitfalls together with
the fact that the wavelengths of interest of a seismic event are usually small compared to
the size of the body excited, imply that a large number of unknowns is naturally involved
in the computational model. Therefore, efficiency and scalability of the numerical methods
(and suitable implementation of them) are mandatory on large parallel supercomputers in
order to keep as low as possible the computational burden. Discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
methods for elastodynamics have received lot of attention in recent years, since they ac-
count for the complexity of the geometric constraints, provide accurate solutions while
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keeping the computational effort as low as possible, are naturally oriented towards paral-
lel computation, see, e.g., [27, 12, 29, 2] and the references therein.
The purpose of this paper is to design and analyze semi-discrete DG methods for a
general elastodynamic problem, considering both the displacement and the displacement-
stress formulation. So far, two main streams have been followed in the design and analysis
of DG methods: the displacement formulation and the velocity-stress formulation. For the
former, DG methods of Interior Penalty type, symmetric and non-symmetric, have been
proposed and analyzed in [27]. The schemes are extended to Spectral-DG methods in [2]
and to DG approximations of viscoelasticity in [26]. For the velocity-stress formulations,
the design of the DG methods follow the traditional guidelines in the construction of DG
schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws. Conservative methods based on the use of cen-
tral flux have been proposed in [13]; while non-conservative methods based on upwinding
fluxes are studied [19]. The DG method developed in [29] is based on a velocity-strain
formulation of the coupled elastic-acoustic wave equations; this allows the acoustic and
elastic wave equations to be expressed in conservative form within the same framework.
In this paper we introduce a fairly general family of semidiscrete discontinuous Galerkin
methods for a linear elastodynamic problem, considering DG methods for both the dis-
placement and displacement-stress formulations of the problem. The main goal is to iden-
tify the key ingredients to ensure stability for DG approximations of the general problem
with mixed boundary conditions (that are typically encountered in the seismic applica-
tions). Our stability analysis follow, as one should expect, the one for the continuous
problem. For this reason, we start with the displacement-stress formulations which gives
further insight on the features required by the methods. Finite Element methods for
the displacement-stress formulation were proposed and analyzed in the seminal work [21].
Here, some extra difficulties arise in the analysis due to the discontinuous nature of the
spaces and the fact that we consider the general problem with mixed boundary condi-
tions. However, the flexibility of DG framework allow us to construct in a simple way,
displacement-stress DG methods that are fully conservative (in the sense that the total
discrete energy is preserved).
For the displacement formulation, we consider Interior Penalty (IP) schemes, focusing
on symmetric methods, similar to those considered for wave equation in [18], but dif-
ferent from the IP schemes introduced in [27, 26, 2] for linear elastodynamics. The IP
methods considered in those works contain an extra penalization term that penalizes the
time derivative of the displacement besides the displacement itself. Such extra penaliza-
tion, whose physical meaning is completely unclear, was required to prove theoretically
the stability of the resulting methods. However, as we shall demonstrate via numerical
experiments the inclusion of such extra term in the schemes, seem to undermine the over-
all efficiency of the methods, since they impose a more restrictive condition on the time
integration. Here, we focus on symmetric IP methods, with no extra stabilization terms,
and provide stability in the natural energy norm associated to the methods.
For all the DG methods considered, optimal error estimates are derived in a standard
fashion, and the presented theory is verified throught three dimensional numerical tests.
We remark that the semidiscrete analysis that we present here, is an intermediate but fun-
damental step to derive the fully discrete stability analysis for the elastodynamics problem
(when the coupled effect of the spatial and temporal discretization is taken into account
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for deriving a-priori error estimates). This is out of the scope of the paper and will be
subject for future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In in Section 2 we introduce the model problem
and revise some key results. The discrete notation is given in Section 3 and in Section 4
we introduce the family of DG methods. The stability analysis is presented in Section 5.
A priori error estimate are derived in Section 6, and numerical experiments are given in
Section 7. The paper is closed with Appendix A and Appendix B containing some tech-
nical results.
Notation. Throughout the paper, we use standard notation for Sobolev spaces [1].
For a bounded domain D ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3, we denote by Hm(D) the L2-Sobolev space of
order m ≥ 0 and by ‖ · ‖m,D and | · |m,D the usual Sobolev norms and seminorms, respec-
tively. For m = 0, we write L2(D) instead of H0(D). The space H10,Γ(D) is the subspace of
H1(D) of functions with zero trace on Γ ⊆ ∂D. Due to the nature of the problem, we only
deal with vector–valued and matrix–valued functions and we use boldface type for both.
More precisely, the Sobolev spaces of vector–valued and symmetric tensor-valued functions
are denoted by Hm(D) = [Hm(D)]d, and Hm(D) = [Hm(D)]d×dsym , respectively. We will
use (· , ·)D to denote the standard inner product in any of the spaces H0(D) = L2(D)
or H0(D) = L2(D). Throughout the paper C denotes a generic positive constant that
may take different values in different places, but is always mesh independent. To avoid
the proliferation of constants, we will use the notation x . y to represent the inequality
x ≤ Cy for a constant as before.
For time dependent functions, we take the standard approach [1] of treating these as
maps from a time interval (0, T ) into a Banach space X and set
‖v‖Lp(0,t;X) =
(∫ t
0
‖v(τ)‖pXdτ
)1/p
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ p <∞,
with the obvious modifications when p =∞.
2 Continuous problem
We consider an elastic medium occupying an open and bounded region Ω ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3,
with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω and outward normal unit vector n. The medium is in a
state of equilibrium under the influence of external forces, consisting in a volume force
f : Ω×[0, T ]→ Rd, and a surface force t : ∂Ω×[0, T ]→ Rd. In linear elasticity it is possible
to express the surface force t in term of Cauchy stress tensor σ : Ω × [0, T ] → S = Rd×dsym .
Using the Cauchy stress formula t = σn, and the Gauss-Green theorem we have that∫
∂Ω
t dx =
∫
∂Ω
σn dx =
∫
Ω
∇ · σ ds. (1)
The action of external loads induces on the body Ω a displacement vector field that will
be denoted by u : Ω× [0, T ] −→ Rd.
Let the boundary ∂Ω be composed of two disjoint portions ΓD, where the displace-
ment vector u is prescribed, and ΓN where an external load g applies. Assuming that
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meas(ΓD) > 0, the mathematical model of linear elastodynamics reads:
ρ(x)utt(x, t)−∇ · σ(x, t) = f(x, t), in Ω× (0, T ], (2a)
Aσ(x, t)− ε(u(x, t)) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ], (2b)
u(x, t) = 0, on ΓD × (0, T ], (2c)
σ(x, t)n(x) = g(x, t), on ΓN × (0, T ], (2d)
ut(x, 0) = u1(x), in Ω× {0}, (2e)
u(x, 0) = u0(x), in Ω× {0}. (2f)
A notation explanation follows. To ease the reading here and in the following, we drop
the explicit space/time dependence on the functions. The mass density ρ ∈ L∞(Ω) is a
strictly positive function, i.e.,
0 < ρ∗ ≤ ρ(x) ≤ ρ∗ ∀x ∈ Ω. (3)
We assume f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)), g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1/2(ΓN )), and suppose that the initial
conditions u0 and u1 for the displacement and the velocity field, respectively, are smooth
enough functions, i.e., u0 ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω) and u1 ∈ L2(Ω). Hereafter, we denote by ε(u) :
Ω −→ S the linearized strain tensor or symmetric gradient defined by
ε(u) =
1
2
(∇u+∇u⊤),
or, componentwise,
εij(u) =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
i, j = 1 . . . d.
The compliance tensor A = A(x) : S −→ S is a bounded, symmetric and uniformly
positive definite operator, encoding the material properties, such that
Aσ = 1
2µ
(
σ − λ
3λ+ 2µ
tr(σ)I
)
∀σ ∈ S , (4)
where I ∈ Rd×d denotes the identity operator, tr(·) stands for the trace operator
tr(τ ) =
d∑
i=1
τ ii ∀ τ ∈ S,
and both the Lame´ parameters λ, µ ∈ L∞(Ω) are positive functions (isotropic case). Pro-
vided A is invertible, (4) is equivalent to the Hooke’s law σ = A−1ε = Dε, with
D : S −→ S, Dτ = 2µτ + λtr(τ )I ∀ τ ∈ S . (5)
In this case, from the properties of A, it is directly inferred that D satisfies the symmetry
properties
Dijkℓ = Djikℓ = Dijℓk = Dkℓij ∀ i, j, k, ℓ = 1, ..., d,
and that it is also bounded and positive definite, i.e., there exist D∗,D
∗ > 0 such that
0 < D∗(τ , τ )Ω ≤ (Dτ , τ )Ω ≤ D∗(τ , τ )Ω ∀ τ ∈ Rd×d, τ 6= 0. (6)
To simplify the notation, in the following we will write g0 = g(x, 0), σ0 = σ(x, 0) =
Dε(u(x, 0)) = Dε(u0).
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We next consider the variational formulation of (2a)–(2f): for all t ∈ (0, T ] find (u,σ) ∈
H10,ΓD(Ω)×L2(Ω) such that:
(ρutt,v)Ω + (σ, ε(v))Ω = (f ,v)Ω + (g,v)ΓN ∀v ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω), (7a)
(Aσ, τ )Ω − (ε(u), τ )Ω = 0 ∀ τ ∈ L2(Ω). (7b)
Under the above regularity assumptions the saddle problem (7a)–(7b) has a unique solution
(u,σ) ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω) × L2(Ω), [14], and satisfies a priori stability estimate in the energy
norm
‖(u,σ)‖2E = ‖ρ1/2ut‖20,Ω + ‖A1/2σ‖20,Ω. (8)
Since σ = A−1ε, cf. (2b), the last term on the right hand side can be replaced by
‖D1/2ε(u)‖20,Ω.
Lemma 2.1 (A priori stability estimate). Let (u,σ) ∈ C1((0, T ];H1(Ω))×L2((0, T ];L2(Ω))
be the solution of (2a)–(2f). Then,
(i) If f = g = 0, the total energy of the system is preserved in time
‖(u(t),σ(t))‖E = ‖(u0,σ0)‖E , 0 < t ≤ T.
(ii) If f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1/2(ΓN )), the following a priori energy
estimate holds:
‖(u(t),σ(t))‖E .
√G +
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f(τ)‖0,Ω + ‖gτ (τ)‖0,ΓN
)
dτ 0 < t ≤ T,
with
G = ‖g0‖20,ΓN + (1 + D−1∗ )‖(u0,σ0)‖2E +D−1∗ sup
0<t≤T
‖g(t)‖20,ΓN .
being D∗, ρ∗ the lower bounds on the stiffness operator D and on the mass density
given in (6) and (3), respectively.
The proof is shown in Appendix A, cf. also [14, Theorem 4.1] for the general existence
result.
Remark 2.2. Choosing τ = ε(v) in (7b) and substituting the result in (7a) it is possible
to obtain the following equivalent weak problem: for all t ∈ (0, T ] find u ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω) such
that:
(ρutt,v)Ω + (Dε(u), ε(v))Ω = (f ,v)Ω + (g,v)ΓN ∀v ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω). (9)
In particular, it is possible to prove that problem (9) is well posed and that its unique
solution satisfies u ∈ C((0, T ];H10,ΓD (Ω)) ∩ C1((0, T ];L2(Ω)).
Finally, we recall a couple of mathematical tools needed in our forthcoming analysis.
We recall the following “simplified” version of the Gronwall’s lemma, see [23] for the proof.
Lemma 2.3 (Gronwall’s lemma). Let ϕ ∈ L1(0, T ) be a positive function, g a non negative
constant, and y a continuous non negative function in (0, T ) satisfying
y2(t) ≤ g +
∫ t
0
ϕ(τ)y(τ)dτ ∀t ∈ (0, T ).
Then
y(t) ≤ √g + 1
2
∫ t
0
ϕ(τ)dτ ∀t ∈ (0, T ).
Finally, for w, z regular enough, the following integration by parts formula holds∫ t
0
(w, zτ )dτ = (w(t), z(t)) − (w(0), z(0)) −
∫ t
0
(wτ , z)dτ. (10)
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3 Notation and discrete technical tools
In this section we introduce the basic notation and revise some technical tools that will
be used in our analysis.
Mesh partitions. We consider a family {Th, 0 < h ≤ 1} of shape-regular conforming
partitions of Ω into disjoint open elements K such that Ω = ∪K∈ThK, where each K ∈ Th
is the image of a fixed master element K̂, i.e., K = FK(K̂), and K̂ is either the open unit
d-simplex or the open unit hypercube in Rd, d = 2, 3. For a given mesh Th, we define the
mesh size of the partition as h = maxK∈Th hK with hK = diam(K). Notice that the mesh
may contain hanging nodes. We collect all the interior (boundary, respectively) faces in the
set Foh (F∂h , respectively) and set Fh = Foh∪F∂h . In particular F∂h = FDh ∪FNh , where FDh =
F∂h ∩ ΓD and FNh = F∂h ∩ ΓN contain respectively all Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
faces. Implicit in these definitions is the assumption that Th respect the decomposition of
∂Ω in the sense that any F ∈ F∂h belongs to the interior of exactly one of FDh or FNh .
An interior face (for d = 2, “face” means “edge”) of Th is defined as the (non–empty)
interior of ∂K+ ∩ ∂K−, where K+ and K− are two adjacent elements of Th. Similarly,
a boundary face of Th is defined as the (non-empty) interior of ∂K ∩ Ω, where K is a
boundary element of Th. We also assume that for all K ∈ Th and for all F ∈ Fh, hK . hF ,
where hF is the diameter of F ∈ Fh. This last assumption implies that the maximum
number of hanging nodes on each face is uniformly bounded.
Finally, we assume that a bounded local variation property holds: for any pair of ele-
ments K+ and K− sharing a (d− 1)–dimensional face hK+ ≈ hK− , see [17], for example.
For s ≥ 1, we define the broken Sobolev spaces
Hs(Th) =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω) such that v∣∣
K
∈ Hs(K), ∀K ∈ Th
}
,
H
s(Th) =
{
τ ∈ L2(Ω) such that τ
∣∣
K
∈Hs(K), ∀K ∈ Th
}
.
We will also denote by (· , ·)Th and 〈· , ·〉Fh the L2(Th) and L2(Fh) inner products, respec-
tively, and use the convention that
(ϕ,ψ)Th =
∑
K∈Th
(ϕ,ψ)K 〈ϕ,ψ〉Fh =
∑
F∈Fh
(ϕ,ψ)F .
The same notation will be used for the L2(Th) and L2(Fh) inner products.
Trace operators. Let F ∈ Foh be an interior face shared by two elements of Th, say K+
and K− and let n+ and n− denote the normal unit vectors on F pointing outward K+
and K−, respectively. For a vector v ∈ H1(Th) we denote by v+ and v− the traces of v
on F taken within the interior of K+ and K−, respectively. For τ ∈ L2(Th), τ+ and τ−
are defined analogously. For a scalar δ ∈ [0, 1], the weighted average of a vector v and a
tensor τ are defined in the usual way
{v}δ = δv+ + (1− δ)v−, {τ}δ = δτ+ + (1− δ)τ−, ∀F ∈ Foh.
Whenever δ = 1/2 we neglect the subscript and simply write {·}, since the weighted average
reduces to the standard average. On boundary faces F ∈ F∂h , we set
{v} = {v}δ = v, {τ} = {τ}δ = τ .
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To define the jump of a vector v ∈ H1(Th), we first define v⊙n = (vnT +nvT )/2, which
is nothing but the symmetric part of the tensor product v×n. Then, following [5], we set
[[v]] = v+ ⊙ n+ + v− ⊙ n− ∀F ∈ Foh, [[v]] = v ⊙ n ∀F ∈ F∂h . (11)
Notice that with this definition [[v]] is a symmetric tensor, i.e., [[v]] ∈ S.
For a symmetric tensor τ ∈ L2(Th) we define
[[τ ]] = τ+ n+ + τ− n− ∀F ∈ Foh ,
and observe that [[τ ]] is a vector–valued function.
Denoting by nK the outward unit normal to ∂K, we shall frequently use the following
identity that can be easily checked∑
K∈Th
〈τ nK ,v〉∂K =
∑
K∈Th
〈v × nK , τ 〉∂K = 〈{τ}, [[v]]〉Fh + 〈[[τ ]], {v}〉Foh (12)
for all τ ∈ L2(Th) and for all v ∈ H1(Th). Note that it also follows
〈u±, {τ}δn±〉Fh = 〈{τ}δ ,u± ⊙ n±〉Fh ∀ δ ∈ [0, 1]. (13)
The weighted average of tensors will be occasionally expressed as a linear combination
of the jump and the standard average operators. In fact, it can be checked that
{τ}δn+ = {τ}n+ + (2δ − 1)
2
[[τ ]] ∀ δ ∈ [0, 1] ∀F ∈ Foh. (14)
Combining now (14) and (13), one obtains
−〈{uh}(1−δ) − {uh}, [[Dε(uh)]]〉Foh = (δ − 1/2)〈[[Dε(uh)]], (uh)+ − (uh)−〉Foh
= 〈{Dε(uh)}δ n+ − {Dε(uh)}n+, (uh)+ − (uh)−〉Fo
h
= 〈{Dε(uh)}δ − {Dε(uh)}, (uh)+ ⊙ n+ + (uh)− ⊙ n−〉Fo
h
,
which leads to the following identity that will be used often in this work:
−〈{uh}(1−δ) − {uh}, [[Dε(uh)]]〉Foh = 〈{Dε(uh)}δ − {Dε(uh)}, [[uh]]〉Foh . (15)
Remark 3.1. In [25, 2] the authors considered the following definition of the jump of
vector–valued functions,
[[[v]]] = v+ × n+ + v− × n− ∀F ∈ Foh, [[[v]]] = v× n ∀F ∈ F∂h ,
which is slightly different to that given in (11) and considered here. Observe that with the
above definition, [[[v]]] is still a tensor but it is not necessarily symmetric. Notice though,
that for any τ ∈H1(Th) the following identity holds
〈[[[v]]] , {τ}〉Fo
h
= 〈[[v]], {τ }〉Fo
h
.
Finite element spaces. For k ≥ 1 we define the finite element spaces V h and Σh as
V h = {u ∈ L2(Ω) : u ◦ FK ∈ [Mk(K̂)]d ∀ K ∈ Th},
Σh = {τ ∈ L2(Ω) : τ ◦ FK ∈ [Mk(K̂)]d×d ∀ K ∈ Th},
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whereMk(K̂) is either the space Pk(K̂) of polynomials of degree at most k on K̂, if K̂ is
the reference d-simplex, or the space Qk(K̂) of tensor–product polynomials on K̂ of degree
k in each coordinate direction, if K̂ is the unit reference hypercube in Rd.
Technical tools. We recall some results that will be used in our the analysis. Agmon’s
and trace inequalities valid for any v ∈ H1(K) read as
‖v‖0,F . h−1K ‖v‖20,K + hK |v|21,K , (16a)
h‖v‖20,F . ‖v‖21,K , (16b)
for any F ∈ Fh, F ⊂ ∂K. We will also use the Lp-version of the above trace inequality,
which holds for all v ∈W 1,p(K) and reads
h1/p‖v‖Lp(F ) . ‖v‖Lp(K) ∀F ∈ Fh, F ⊂ ∂K, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ . (17)
In the above inequalities, the hidden constants are independent of the mesh size but (when
applied to discrete polynomials) might depend on the polynomial degree.
For discrete functions (scalar, vector and tensor), we will also frequently use the fol-
lowing well known inequalities (see [10] for details and proofs): let ω be either an element,
an edge or a face of the decomposition Th, and let v be a polynomial of degree k ≥ 1 over
ω, then
‖v‖Lp(ω) . meas(ω)
(
1
p
− 1
q
)
‖v‖Lq(ω) 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ . (18)
For any K ∈ Th and any F ⊂ ∂K inverse inequality can be written as
|v|m,K . hs−mK |v|s,K s ≤ m ∀v ∈ V h , (19)
where the constants in (18) and (19) are independent of the mesh size but depend on the
polynomial degree k.
Notice that in (19) we have also used the inverse inequality.
4 Discontinuous Galerkin approximations
In this section, we introduce the family of semidiscrete DG approximations to (2a)–(2f)
that we consider in this work.
The derivation of the methods follows closely [4], but with a slight difference when intro-
ducing the schemes for the displacement formulation. We start by considering a general
variational formulation for DG methods: Find (uh,σh) ∈ C2([0, T ];V h) × C0([0, T ];Σh)
such that
(ρuhtt,v)Th + (σ
h, ε(v))Th − 〈{σ̂}, [[v]]〉Fh − 〈[[σ̂]], {v}〉Foh = (f ,v)Th ∀v ∈ V h,
(Aσh, τ )Th − (ε(uh), τ )Th − 〈{û− uh}, [[τ ]]〉Foh − 〈[[û− uh]], {τ }〉Fh = 0 ∀ τ ∈ Σh,
where (û, σ̂) :=
(
û(uh,σh), σ̂(uh,σh)
)
:
(
H1(Th)×H1(Th)
)2 −→ (L2(Fh),L2(Fh)) are
the numerical fluxes that will be defined later on and identify the corresponding DG
method. On boundary faces F ∈ F∂h we always define the numerical fluxes according to
the boundary conditions (2c)-(2d):
û = 0 on F ∈ FDh , û = uh − c22(σhn− g) on F ∈ FNh ,
σ̂ n = σhn− c11uh on F ∈ FDh , σ̂ n = g on F ∈ FNh .
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Here, c11 and c22 are functions (possibly equal to zero) that we will choose later on. Then,
the DG formulation becomes: Find (uh,σh) ∈ C2([0, T ];V h)× C0([0, T ];Σh) such that
(ρuhtt,v)Th + (σ
h, ε(v))Th − 〈{σ̂}, [[v]]〉Foh − 〈[[σ̂ ]], {v}〉Foh (20a)
+ 〈c11uh,v〉FD
h
− 〈σhn,v〉FD
h
= (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
∀v ∈ V h,
(Aσh, τ )Th − (ε(uh), τ )Th − 〈{û− uh}, [[τ ]]〉Foh − 〈[[û− uh]], {τ }〉Foh (20b)
+ 〈[[uh]], {τ }〉FD
h
+ 〈c22(σhn− g), τ n〉FN
h
= 0 ∀ τ ∈ Σh.
4.1 DG methods for the displacement-stress formulation
We present now several methods for approximating the displacement-stress formulation,
by selecting different choices of the numerical fluxes in (20). We restrict our attention to
methods for which the numerical fluxes û and σ̂ are singled valued. As a consequence
[[û]] = 0 and [[σ̂]] = 0 on internal faces.
Now, in analogy with the method introduced in [8] for second order elliptic problems, the
full DG (FDG) approximation is characterized by the choices
û = {uh}1−δ − c22[[σh]], σ̂ = {σh}δ − c11[[uh]], F ∈ Foh, (21)
where
c11 = c1h
−1
F k
2{D} c22 = c2hF k−2{D}−1 F ∈ Foh. (22)
Here c1, c2 ≥ 0 are constants (sometimes required to be strictly positive). On boundary
faces, c11 and c22 are defined accordingly. Substituting (21) into (20), we get:
(ρuhtt,v)Th + (σ
h, ε(v))Th − 〈{σh}δ, [[v]]〉Foh + 〈c11[[uh]], [[v]]〉Foh
+ 〈c11uh,v〉FD
h
− 〈σhn,v〉FD
h
= (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
∀v ∈ V h,
(Aσh, τ )Th − (ε(uh), τ )Th − 〈{uh}(1−δ) − {uh}, [[τ ]]〉Foh + 〈c22[[σh]], [[τ ]]〉Foh
+ 〈[[uh]], {τ }〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c22(σhn− g), τ n〉FN
h
= 0 ∀ τ ∈ Σh.
(23)
Special cases are the local discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method and the alternating
choice of fluxes (ALT) methods. The former is characterized by setting c22 = 0, whereas
the latter by c22 = c11 = 0 and δ = 1 or δ = 0. For δ = 1 the numerical fluxes become
û = (uh)−, σ̂ = (σh)+ . (24)
This choice has been frequently used to design DG approximation for time dependent
problems with high order derivatives [9, 30]. To our knowledge, the ALT method has
never been considered for the elastodynamics problem. In the next section, we will show
that stability for this method can be guaranteed only in the case of Dirichlet-type boundary
conditions (or periodic boundary conditions, generally used in [9, 30], but not realistic in
the present context).
4.2 DG methods for the displacement formulation
We now consider DG methods in displacement formulation that could be regarded as a
direct approximation to (9), and so only the displacement u is discretized. To obtain the
variational formulation starting from (20), the numerical flux σ̂ is defined as a function of
uh only, and the discrete stress tensor σh is eliminated (by setting τ = Dǫ(v) in (20b) and
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combining the resulting equation with (20a)). To allow for such elimination, is implicitly
assumed that the finite element spaces (V h,Σh) are such that ε(V h) ⊆ Σh.
The definition of the numerical fluxes on boundary faces has to be modified taking
into account that σhn = Dε(uh)n on F∂h (and c22 ≡ 0 now). Hence, we have:
û = 0 on F ∈ FDh , û = uh on F ∈ FNh ,
σ̂ n = Dε(uh)n− SFuh on F ∈ FDh , σ̂ n = g on F ∈ FNh ,
where, to be consistent, we have replaced the parameter c11 by SF , which plays the same
role and scales in the same way (see below for its precise definition), but, differently from
c11, will undergo to a technical restriction.
For δ ∈ [0, 1], we specify σ̂ as follows
σ̂ =
{
{Dε(uh)}δ − SF [[uh]] F ∈ Foh,
Dε(uh)− SFuhn F ∈ FDh ,
(25)
where
SF = c00h
−1
F k
2{D} ∀F ∈ Foh ∪ FDh , (26)
and c00 is a strictly positive constant that has to be chosen sufficiently large, see below.
By setting now τ = Dε(v) ∈ Σh in the (20b) we find for all v ∈ V h:
(Aσh,Dε(v))Th = (ε(uh),Dε(v))Th + 〈{û− uh}, [[Dε(v)]]〉Foh + 〈[[û− uh]], {Dε(v)}〉Foh ∪FDh .
Since A is symmetric and positive definite it holds
(Aσh,Dε(v))Th = (σh,A⊤Dε(v))Th = (σh, ε(v))Th , ∀v ∈ V h,
and so,
(σh, ε(v))Th = (ε(u
h),Dε(v))Th + 〈{û− uh}, [[Dε(v)]]〉Foh + 〈[[û− uh]], {Dε(v)}〉Foh ∪FDh .
Combining now the above equation together with (20a) and the definition of numerical
flux σ̂ given in (25), we finally get the following formulation: Find uh ∈ C2([0, T ];V h)
such that
(ρuhtt,v)Th + (ε(u
h),Dε(v))Th + 〈{û − uh}, [[Dε(v)]]〉Foh
+ 〈[[û− uh]], {Dε(v)}〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
− 〈{Dε(uh)}δ , [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈SF [[uh]], [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
, ∀v ∈ V h,
which corresponds to the family of classical Interior Penalty (IP) methods. We focus
on the symmetric IP, but for completeness we describe the corresponding non-symmetric
version.
Weighted symmetric interior penalty method.
Following [28], to obtain the weighted Symmetric Interior Penalty method (SIP(δ)) we
define
û = {uh}1−δ ∀δ ∈ [0, 1].
For δ = 1/2, û = {uh}, we get the classical Symmetric Interior Penalty (SIP) method [3].
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Non-symmetric and incomplete interior penalty methods.
We take δ = 1/2 and define the numerical flux as
û = {uh}+ (1 + θ)
2
[[uh]]nK ,
where nK is the outward unit normal vector to the element K ∈ Th. For θ = 1, 0 we
obtain the Non-symmetric Interior Penalty (NIP) and Incomplete Interior Penalty (IIP)
methods, respectively. Observe that for θ 6= −1, the numerical flux is not singled valued.
Indeed, as [[nK ]] = 2, it can be easily checked that [[û]] = (1 + θ)[[u
h]].
Notice that all the IP schemes can be recast in the following variational formulation:
Find uh ∈ C2([0, T ];V h) such that
(ρuhtt,v)Th + a(u
h,v) = (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
∀v ∈ V h. (27)
with θ defined as before, and a(·, ·) : V h × V h −→ R given by
a(w,v) = (ε(uh),Dε(v))Th − 〈{Dε(w)}δ , [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ θ〈[[w]], {Dε(v)}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈SF [[w]], [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
. (28)
In [25, 2] the authors consider a variant of the above DG discretization; namely
(ρuhtt,v)Th + a(u
h,v) + 〈cF [[uht ]], [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
. = (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
∀v ∈ V h. (29)
The extra stabilization term, which has no physical meaning, is required for ensuring (at
the theoretical level) the stability of the methods. However as we will demonstrate via
numerical experiments, the presence of such term might degrade the overall performance
of numerical methods (see Section 7).
5 Stability
The main goal of this section is to prove stability in the natural energy norm induced by
the DG methods described in Section 4. We first introduce some notation and state the
main stability results for both displacement-stress and displacement formulations. After
discussing these results, we carry out their proofs.
For the DG methods in displacement-stress formulation (23) we define the energy norm
‖(uh,σh)‖2E,MDG = ‖ρ1/2uht ‖20,Th+‖A1/2σh‖20,Th+‖c
1/2
11 [[u
h]]‖2
0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+‖c1/222 [[σh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FN
h
,
(30)
for all (uh,σh) ∈ V h×Σh. For the LDG and ALT methods, one needs to set above c22 = 0
and c11 = c22 = 0, respectively. For the DG methods in displacement formulation, the
energy norm is defined as
‖uh‖2E,IP = ‖ρ1/2uht ‖20,Th + ‖D1/2ε(uh)‖20,Th + ‖S
1/2
F [[u
h]]‖2
0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
∀uh ∈ V h. (31)
For further use, we also define the norm
‖uh‖2a = ‖D1/2ε(uh)‖20,Th +
∑
F∈Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖{D}1/2h−1/2F [[uh]]‖20,F . (32)
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The main results of this section are contained in the following two propositions. Since the
results and their proofs differ slightly for displacement-stress and displacement formula-
tions, we have chosen to state these results separately.
Proposition 5.1. Let (uh,σh) ∈ V h×Σh be the approximate solution obtained with any
of the DG methods for the displacement-stress formulation introduced in Section 4.1.
(i) In the absence of external forces, i.e., f = g = 0, FDG, LDG and ALT methods are
fully conservative:
‖(uh(t),σh(t))‖E,MDG = ‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖E,MDG, 0 < t ≤ T.
(ii) If f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and ∂Ω = ΓD, the FDG, LDG and ALT methods satisfy the
following a priori discrete energy estimate:
‖(uh(t),σh(t))‖E,MDG . ‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖E,MDG + T
∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f(τ)‖0,Ωdτ 0 < t ≤ T.
(iii) If f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1(ΓN )), the FDG and LDG methods
satisfy the following a priori discrete energy estimate: for all 0 < t ≤ T
‖(uh(t),σh(t))‖E,MDG .
√
GMDG + T
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f(τ)‖0,Ω +D−1/2∗ ‖gτ (τ)‖1,ΓN
)
dτ,
where gτ denotes the time derivative of g and
GMDG = ‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖2E,MDG+D−1∗ (‖g0‖21,ΓN+ sup
0<t≤T
‖g(t)‖21,ΓN )+T
∫ t
0
D−1∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖g‖1/2,ΓN dτ .
For the IP(δ) method, the stability result reads as follows.
Proposition 5.2. Let uh ∈ V h be the approximate solution obtained with the SIP(δ)
method introduced in Section 4.2. Moreover, suppose that the penalty parameter c00 ap-
pearing in the definition of the penalty function (26) is chosen large enough. Then,
(i) In the absence of external forces, i.e., f = g = 0,
‖uh(t)‖E,IP . ‖uh0‖E,IP, 0 < t ≤ T ;
(ii) If f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1(ΓN )), then
‖uh(t)‖2E,IP .
√
GIP + T
∫ t
0
(
ρ−1∗ ‖f(τ)‖0,Ω + ‖gτ (τ)‖1,ΓN
)
dτ 0 < t ≤ T,
where
GIP = ‖uh0‖2E,IP +D−1∗ sup
0<t≤T
‖g(t)‖21,ΓN +D−1∗ ‖g0‖21,ΓN .
We next discuss the stability results, putting them also in context with previous anal-
ysis.
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(i) In the case of boundary conditions of mixed type, we note that Proposition 5.1 and
Proposition 5.2 require further regularity on the traction boundary data g compared
the one required for the continuous problem. Whether this is a technical restriction
due to an artifact of our proof or really needed to ensure stability of the methods is
not clear at the present time but will be subject of future research. The restriction
comes into play from the proof of Lemma 5.3, see below, although such proof try to
mimic the corresponding one for the continuous problem.
(ii) For displacement formulation, our analysis applies to symmetric IP; it does not cover
the non-symmetric NIP (θ = 1) and IIP (θ = 0) methods, cf. Section 4.2, but also
seem to indicate they are not the most natural option to discretize this problem.
The nonsymmetry of the bilinear form a(·, ·) precludes for showing stability with the
present analysis. In [25, 2] the authors consider the variant of the IP discretization
described in (29) with an extra stabilization term that penalizes the time derivative
of the displacement. The physical meaning of such extra penalization is unclear,
but allows for carrying out the proof of stability. However, such artifact seems to
degrade the overall performance of numerical methods (see Section 7).
We next state two auxiliary results that will be required to prove Propositions 5.1 and
5.2: their proofs are given in Appendix B.
Lemma 5.3. Let f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1/2(ΓN )). Let (uh,σh) ∈
V h × Σh be the DG approximation to the solution (u,σ) of problem (2a)–(2f) obtained
with any of the DG methods introduced in Section 4. Then, the following bounds hold:∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(f(τ),uhτ (τ))Th dτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ t ∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f(τ)‖0,Ω‖ρ1/2uhτ (τ)‖0,Th dτ , (33)∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈c22gτ (τ),σh(τ)n〉FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣ . t ∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ (τ)‖1/2,ΓN ‖c1/222 σh(τ)n‖0,FNh dτ, (34)
where c22 is defined as in (22) and D∗, ρ∗ are given in (6) and (3), respectively. Further-
more, if g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1(ΓN )), then for any ǫ > 0, it holds∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈g(τ),uhτ (τ)〉0,FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣ . ǫ‖uh(t)‖2a +D−1/2∗ ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN + D−1∗ǫ ‖g(t)‖21,ΓN
+ t
∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ (τ)‖1,ΓN ‖uh(τ)‖a dτ. (35)
The following result provides a bound of the norm of the symmetric discrete gradient
in terms of the discrete stress tensor, and will be required in proof of Proposition 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. Let f ∈ L2((0, T ];L2(Ω)) and g ∈ C1((0, T ];H1/2(ΓN )). Let (uh,σh) ∈
V h × Σh be the approximate solution to (2a)-(2f) obtained with the FDG or the LDG
methods introduced in Section 4.1. Then, the following bound holds:
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,Th . ‖A1/2σh‖0,Th +‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖0,Foh +‖c
1/2
22 [[σ
h]]‖0,FN
h
+D−1∗ ‖g‖21/2,ΓN , (36)
where D∗ is the lower bound on the stiffness operator D as given in (6). For the LDG
method the last two terms on the right hand side are not present in the bound.
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5.1 Proof of Proposition 5.1
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We mimic the proof of the stability result for the continuous
problem.
Step 1. We take v = uht ∈ V h as test function in the first equation of (20a) and use that
[[σ̂]] = 0, to obtain
(ρuhtt,u
h
t )Th + (σ
h, ε(uht ))Th − 〈{σ̂}, [[uht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= (f ,uht )Th + 〈g,uht 〉FN
h
. (37)
Step 2. We consider the DG approximation of the constitutive equation (2b) differentiated
with respect to time
(Aσht , τ )Th + (ε(uht ), τ )Th + 〈{ût − uht }, [[τ ]]〉Foh + 〈[[ût − uht ]], {τ }〉Foh ∪FDh
+ 〈c22(σht n− gt), τ n〉FN
h
= 0
for all τ ∈ Σh, where the numerical flux ût is defined according to the definition of û. In
particular on boundary faces we have ût = 0, mimicking the boundary condition for (61),
ût = 0 on ΓD. By setting τ = σ
h in the above equation, and using that [[ût]] = 0 we get,
(Aσht ,σh)Th − (ε(uht ),σh)Th − 〈{ût − uht }, [[σh ]]〉Foh + 〈[[uht ]], {σh}〉Foh ∪FDh
+ 〈c22σht ,σh n〉FN
h
= 〈c22gt,σh n〉FN
h
. (38)
Step 3. Summing up the equations (37) and (38), we have
(ρuhtt,u
h
t )Th + (Aσht ,σh)Th +Q = (f ,uht )Th + 〈g,uht 〉FN
h
+ 〈c22gt,σh n〉FN
h
, (39)
where Q is defined by
Q = −〈{σ̂}, [[uht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈[[uht ]], {σh}〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
− 〈{ût − uht }, [[σh ]]〉Foh + 〈c22σht ,σh〉FNh .
(40)
Equation (39) is then equivalent to
1
2
d
dt
(
‖ρ1/2uht ‖20,Th + ‖A1/2σh‖20,Th
)
+Q = (f ,uht )Th + 〈g,uht 〉FN
h
+ 〈c22gt,σh n〉FN
h
. (41)
We first study the case (i), i.e., f = g = 0. Then, we claim, that to guarantee stability of
the method it is enough to show that Q is either non-negative or it can be rewritten as
the time derivative of a non-negative quantity. Substituting in (40) the definition of the
fluxes (21) for the FDG methods, Q becomes
QFDG = −〈{σh}δ − {σh}, [[uht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c11[[uh]], [[uht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈{uht } − {uht }1−δ, [[σh ]]〉Foh + 〈c22[[σht ]], [[σh ]]〉Foh + 〈c22σht ,σh〉FNh .
Thanks to the definition of the average operator on boundary edges/faces and the identity
(15), we have
〈{σh}δ − {σh}, [[uht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 〈{uht } − {uht }1−δ , [[σh]]〉Foh , (42)
and therefore
QFDG = 1
2
d
dt
(
‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ ‖c1/222 [[σh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FN
h
)
. (43)
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For the LDG (c22 = 0) and the ALT (c11 = c22 = 0) methods the above expression
reduces to
QLDG = 1
2
d
dt
‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
, QALT = 0.
Therefore, for all the considered methods, the corresponding discrete energy as defined in
(30) is preserved in time, which proves part (i) of the thesis.
Next we deal with the cases f 6= 0, ΓD = ∂Ω and f ,g 6= 0. For the former case, by
using estimate (33) from Lemma 5.3, we find
‖(uh,σh)‖2E,MDG . ‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖2E,MDG + 2t
∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω‖ρ1/2uhτ ‖0,Thdτ,
which together with the definition (30), t ≤ T and a standard application of Gronwall’s
Lemma (cf. Lemma 2.3) gives the result and proves part (ii).
We finally show part (iii). We restrict ourselves to the FDG formulation; the corre-
sponding estimate for the LDG can be obtained by setting c22 = 0. Substituting (43) into
(41) gives
1
2
d
dt
(
‖ρ1/2uht ‖20,Th + ‖A1/2σh‖20,Th + ‖c
1/2
11 [[u
h]]‖2
0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ ‖c1/222 [[σh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FN
h
)
= (f ,uht )Th + 〈g,uht 〉FN
h
+ 〈c22gt,σh n〉FN
h
. (44)
Recalling now the definition of the ‖ · ‖E,MDG-norm (30), and integrating in time we get
1
2
‖(uh,σh)(t)‖2E,MDG ≤
1
2
‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖2E,MDG +
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(f ,uhτ )Th dτ
∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
+
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈g,uhτ 〉FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
+
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈c22gτ ,σh n〉FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
,
where the last term is only present for the FDG method. The terms I and III are readily
estimated by using Lemma 5.3
I ≤ t
∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω‖ρ1/2uhτ ‖0,Th dτ, III . t
∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ‖1/2,ΓN ‖c1/222 σhn‖0,FNh dτ .
To estimate the term II, from Lemma 5.3 we first have
II . ǫ‖uh‖2a + ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN +
D−1∗
ǫ
‖g‖21,ΓN + t
∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖uh‖a dτ,
with ǫ > 0 (to be specified later on). Now, to bound ‖uh‖a in terms of the ‖(uh,σh)‖E,MDG
norm, we use estimate (36) from Lemma 5.4, to get
‖uh‖2a ≤ CII(‖(uh,σh)‖2E,MDG +D−1∗ ‖g‖21/2,ΓN ),
and so the estimate for II becomes,
II . ǫCII‖(uh,σh)‖2E,MDG + ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN +
D−1∗
ǫ
‖g‖21,ΓN + ǫCIID−1∗ ‖g‖21/2,ΓN
+ t
∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖(uh,σh)‖E,MDG dτ + t
∫ t
0
D−1∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖g‖1/2,ΓN dτ
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Substituting all the above estimates, recalling the definition of the ‖ · ‖E,MDG norm, using
standard Sobolev’ imbeddings and taking ǫ so that 1/2 −CIIǫ is positive, gives
‖(uh,σh)‖2E,MDG . ‖(uh0 ,σh0)‖2E,MDG +D−1/2∗ ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN +D−1∗ ‖g‖21,ΓN
+t
∫ t
0
D−1∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖g‖1/2,ΓN dτ+t
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω +D−1/2∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN
)
‖(uh,σh)‖E,MDG dτ.
Finally, using t ≤ T and a standard application of Gronwall’s Lemma gives the estimate
in part (iii) and concludes the proof.
5.2 Proof of Proposition 5.2
We first observe that, for any F ∈ Foh ∪ FDh , and any w,v ∈ V h, the Cauchy-Schwarz,
Agmon (16a) and inverse (19) inequalities give
|〈{Dε(w)}δ , [[v]]〉F | . 1
c00
‖D1/2ε(w)‖0,K‖S1/2F [[v]]‖20,F ≤
1
c00
‖w‖E,IP‖v‖E,IP (45)
where c00 is the positive parameter appearing in the definition of the penalty function
(26).
Proof of Proposition 5.2. The proof follows the same ideas of the proof of stability in the
continuous case, but now we work directly with the displacement variational formulation.
Step 1. We set v = uht ∈ V h and θ = −1 (SIPG(δ)-method) in (27) to get
1
2
d
dt
(
‖uh‖2E,IP −2〈{Dε(uh)}δ , [[uh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
)
= (f ,uht )Th + 〈g,uht 〉FN
h
. (46)
Step 2. Integrating in time the above equation we obtain
‖uh‖2E,IP − 2〈{Dε(uh)}δ , [[uh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= ‖uh0‖2E,IP
− 2〈{Dε(uh0)}δ, [[uh0 ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 2
∫ t
0
(f ,uhτ )Th dτ + 2
∫ t
0
〈g,uhτ 〉FN
h
dτ. (47)
To guarantee stability we first need to show that the sum of the terms on the right hand
side is an upper bound for ‖uh‖2E,IP. Using (45), the arithmetic-geometric inequality and
choosing the penalty parameter c00 sufficiently large, we obtain
‖uh‖2E,IP − 2〈{Dε(uh)}δ, [[uh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
& ‖uh‖2E,IP.
Using (45) we also obtain
‖uh0‖2E,IP − 2〈{Dε(uh0 )}δ, [[uh(0)]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
. ‖uh0‖2E,IP.
Substitution now of these two estimates into (47), gives
‖uh‖2E,IP . ‖uh0‖2E,IP +
∫ t
0
(f ,uhτ )Th dτ +
∫ t
0
〈g,uhτ 〉FN
h
dτ.
Then, in case of no external forces, i.e., f = g = 0 (the last two integrals above would
vanish) the above estimate yield to part (i) of the thesis. As regards part (ii), Lemma 5.3
and the inequality ‖uh‖a ≤ ‖uh‖E,IP, give for ǫ > 0
‖uh‖2E,IP . ǫ‖uh‖2E,IP + ‖uh0‖2E,IP + ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN +
D−1∗
ǫ
‖g‖21,ΓN
+ t
∫ t
0
(
ρ−1∗ ‖f‖0,Ω +D−1/2∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN
)
‖uh‖E,IP dτ.
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Therefore choosing ǫ small enough and t ≤ T we obtain
‖uh‖2E,IP . ‖uh0‖2E,IP + ‖uh0‖a‖g0‖1,ΓN +D−1∗ ‖g‖21,ΓN
+ T
∫ t
0
(
ρ−1∗ ‖f‖0,Ω +D−1/2∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN
)
‖uh‖E,IP dτ,
and the proof is complete after a standard application of Gronwall’s Lemma 2.3.
6 Error Analysis
In this section we derive a priori error estimates for the DG methods introduced in Sec-
tion 4. To this aim, we introduce the following augment norms
‖|(v,σ)‖|2E,MDG = ‖(v,σ)‖2E,MDG + ‖c1/222 {σ}δ‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
∀ (v,σ) ∈H1(Th)×H1(Th),
‖|v‖|2E,IP = ‖v‖2E,IP + ‖h1/2F {Dε(v)}δ‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
∀v ∈ H2(Th),
where ‖(·, ·)‖E,MDG and ‖ · ‖E,IP are defined in (30) and (31), respectively.
For any u ∈ Hk+1(K) (resp. σ ∈Hk+1(K)), k ≥ 0, let uI (resp. σI) be the Lagrange
nodal interpolants of u (resp. σ). Then, using standard interpolation estimates, it holds
‖|(u − uI ,σ − σI)‖|E,MDG . hk
(|u|2k+1,Ω + h2|σ|2k+1,Ω + h2|ut|2k+1,Ω)1/2 , (48a)
‖|u− uI‖|E,IP . hk
(|u|2k+1,Ω + h2|ut|2k+1,Ω)1/2 , (48b)
‖D1/2ε(u− uI)‖0,Th . hk|u|k+1,Ω, (48c)
where the hidden constants depend on the polynomial degree k, D∗, D
∗, ρ∗, and the shape
regularity constant of the mesh Th.
6.1 DG methods for the displacement-stress formulations
We now present the error analysis of the displacement-stress DG methods. To derive the
error equations, we first need the variational formulation for the continuous solution (u,σ)
of (2a)–(2f) allowing for test functions in (V h,Σh), that reads as follows: for all t ∈ (0, T ]
find (u,σ) ∈ H10,ΓD(Ω)×L2(Ω) such that
(ρutt,v)Th + (σ, ε(v))Th − 〈{σ}δ, [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= (f ,v)Th + 〈g,v〉FN
h
, ∀v ∈ V h ,
(49a)
(Aσ,τ )Th − (ε(u), τ )Th − 〈{u}(1−δ) , [[τ ]]〉Foh + 〈{u}, [[τ ]]〉Foh = 0, ∀ τ ∈ Σh, (49b)
where to obtain last equation we have used that [[u]] = 0 on Foh , so that
0 =
2δ − 1
2
〈τ+−τ−, [[u]]〉Fo
h
=
2δ − 1
2
〈u+−u−, [[τ ]]〉Fo
h
= −〈{u}(1−δ), [[τ ]]〉Foh+〈{u}, [[τ ]]〉Foh .
We define the error:
(eu, eσ) = (u− uh,σ − σh) .
Subtracting from (49a)-(49b) the corresponding equations of the DG formulation in (23),
and using that [[σ]] = [[u]] = 0 on Foh together with the boundary conditions for the
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continuous solution (2c)-(2d) (u = 0 on FDh and σn = g on FNh ), we obtain the error
equations:
(ρ(eutt),v)Th + (e
σ, ε(v))Th − 〈{eσ}δ , [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c11[[eu]], [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 0, (50a)
(A(eσ), τ )Th − (ε(eu), τ )Th + 〈c22[[eσ]], [[τ ]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
+ 〈[[eu]], {τ }δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 0, (50b)
where in last equation we have used (42).
The error analysis will mimic the stability proof, therefore we will also need to consider
the variational formulation of the time derivative of equation (2b) allowing τ ∈ Σh. B
using the identity (15), we obtain
(Aσt, τ )Th − (ε(ut), τ )Th + 〈c22[[σt]], [[τ ]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
+ 〈[[ut]], {τ }δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 〈c22gt, τn〉FN
h
(51)
for all τ ∈ Σh. We now state the first main result of this section.
Theorem 6.1. Let (u,σ) be the solution of (2a)–(2f), and let (uh,σh) ∈ Vh × Σh be
the solution of any of the DG method in displacement-stress formulations defined in Sec-
tion 4.1. Then,
sup
0<t≤T
‖|(u(t) − uh(t),σ(t)− σh(t))‖|E,MDG .
hk sup
0<t≤T
(|u(t)|2k+1,Ω + h2|σ(t)|2k+1,Ω + h2|uτ (t)|k+1,Ω)1/2
+ hk
∫ T
0
(|u(τ)|2k+1,Ω + h2|σ(τ)|2k+1,Ω + h2|uτ (τ)|k+1,Ω)1/2 dτ
+ hk
∫ T
0
(|uτ (τ)|2k+1,Ω + h2|στ (τ)|2k+1,Ω + h2|uττ (τ)|k+1,Ω)1/2 dτ. (52)
where the hidden constant depends on D∗, D
∗, ρ∗, the polynomial degree k, the shape
regularity constant of the mesh Th and has linear dependence on the observation time T .
Proof. The proof follows the proof of the stability result given in Proposition 5.1. We
start by considering the splitting eu = ωI − ωh and eσ = ξI − ξh with
ωI = u− uI , ωh = uh − uI , ξI = σ − σI , ξh = σh − σI . (53)
We set v = ωht ∈ V h in the error equation (50a) obtaining
(ρ(eutt),ω
h
t )Th + (e
σ, ε(ωht ))Th − 〈{eσ}δ, [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c11[[eu]], [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 0, (54)
For the second error equation, we reason as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 (step II)
and subtract from (51) its corresponding discrete approximation and take τ = ξh
(A(eσt ), ξh)Th − (ε(eut ), ξh)Th + 〈c22[[eσt ]], [[ξh]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
+ 〈[[eut ]], {ξh}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= 0 . (55)
Summing up equation (54) and (55) and using the splitting (53) we obtain
(ρ(ωhtt),ω
h
t )Th + (A(ξht ), ξh)Th + 〈c11[[ωh]], [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c22[[ξht ]], [[ξh]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
= (ρ(ωItt),ω
h
t )Th + (A(ξIt ), ξh)Th
+ 〈c22[[ξIt ]], [[ξh]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
+ 〈[[ωIt ]], {ξh}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
− (ε(ωIt ), ξh)Th
+ (ξI , ε(ωht ))Th − 〈{ξI}δ, [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈c11[[ωI ]], [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
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Notice that the terms on the left hand side are just the time derivative of the ‖(ωh, ξh)‖2E,MDG,
and therefore
1
2
d
dt
‖(ωh, ξh)‖2E,MDG = (ρ(ωItt),ωht )Th+(A(ξIt ), ξh)Th+〈c22[[ξIt ]], [[ξh]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
−(ε(ωIt ), ξh)Th
+ 〈c11[[ωI ]], [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
− 〈{ξI}δ, [[ωht ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ 〈[[ωIt ]], {ξh}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ (ξI , ε(ωht ))Th .
Integration in time together with ωh(0) = ξh(0) = 0, and the norm equivalence in V h×Σh
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|2E,MDG . ‖(ωh, ξh)‖2E,MDG . |T1|+ |T2|+ |T3|+ |T4|+ |T5|,
where
T1 =
∫ t
0
{
(ρ(ωIττ ),ω
h
τ )Th + (A(ξIτ ), ξh)Th + 〈c22[[ξIτ ]], [[ξh]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
− (ε(ωIτ ), ξh)Th
}
dτ,
T2 =
∫ t
0
〈c11[[ωI ]] dτ, [[ωhτ ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ = 〈c11[[ωI ]], [[ωh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
−
∫ t
0
〈c11[[ωIτ ]], [[ωh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ,
T3 = −
∫ t
0
〈{ξI}δ, [[ωhτ ]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ = −〈{ξI}δ, [[ωh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
+
∫ t
0
〈{ξIτ}δ, [[ωh]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ,
T4 = −
∫ t
0
〈[[ωIτ ]], {ξh}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ,
T5 =
∫ t
0
(ξI , ε(ωhτ ))Th dτ = (ξ
I , ε(ωh))Th −
∫ t
0
(ξIτ , ε(ω
h))Th dτ,
where for T2 ,T3 and T5 we have also employed the integration by parts formula (10). To
estimate T1 we use Jensen and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities together with the definition
of the norm ‖ · ‖E,MDG
|T1| . t
∫ t
0
(
‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖0,Th
)
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG dτ.
The estimate of T4 follows easily from Jensen and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, the defi-
nition of c11 in (22), Agmon’s inequality, and inverse inequality
|T4| . t
∫ t
0
‖c1/211 [[ωIτ ]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖c−1/211 {ξh}δ‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ . t
∫ t
0
‖c1/211 [[ωIτ ]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖A1/2ξh‖0,Th dτ .
Next, we observe that T2 ,T3 and T5 can be estimated using Jensen and Cauchy-Schwarz
inequalities together with the arithmetic-geometric inequality with some ǫ > 0 to be chosen
later on. For T5 and T2 one immediately gets,
|T5| . ǫ‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖20,Th +
1
ǫ
‖A1/2ξI‖20,Th + t
∫ t
0
‖A1/2ξIτ‖0,Th‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖0,Th dτ ,
|T2| . ǫ‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+
1
ǫ
‖c1/211 [[ωI ]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ t
∫ t
0
‖c1/211 [[ωIτ ]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ .
For T3 we proceed as before and also recall the definition of c11
|T3| . ǫ‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+
1
ǫ
‖A1/2ξI‖20,Th + t
∫ t
0
‖A1/2ξIτ‖0,Th‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
dτ .
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By collecting all previous estimates, and recalling the definition of the ‖| · ‖|E,MDG norm
we obtain
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|2E,MDG . ǫ
(
‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖20,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ ‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖20,Th
)
+
1
ǫ
(
‖A1/2ξI‖20,Th + ‖c
1/2
11 [[ω
I ]]‖2
0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
)
+t
∫ t
0
(
‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖0,Th
)(
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖0,Th
)
dτ .
(56)
To conclude we need to bound the norm ‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖0,Th in terms of ‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG.
Here, we use the (second) error equation: by setting τ = Dε(ωh) in (50b) we have:
‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖20,Th = (ε(ωI),Dε(ωh))Th − (A(eσ),Dε(ωh))Th
+ 〈c22[[eσ]], [[Dε(ωh)]]〉Fo
h
∪FN
h
+ 〈[[eu]], {Dε(ωh)}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
.
Then, the Cauchy Schwarz inequality, the definition (22) of the parameters c11 and c22,
and reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, give
‖D1/2ε(ωh)‖0,Th . ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖0,Th + ‖A1/2ξI‖0,Th + ‖c1/211 [[ωI ]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ ‖c1/222 [[ξI ]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FN
h
,
+ ‖A1/2ξh‖0,Th + ‖c1/211 [[ωh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
+ ‖c1/222 [[ξh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FN
h
≤ ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖0,Th + ‖|(ωI , ξI)‖|E,MDG + ‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG.
Using the previous estimate in (56) and choosing ǫ so that 1− Cǫ > 0 gives
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|2E,MDG . ‖|(ωI , ξI)‖|2E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖20,Th
+ t
∫ t
0
(
‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖0,Th
)(
‖|(ωI , ξI)‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖0,Th
)
dτ
+ t
∫ t
0
(
‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖0,Th
)
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG dτ.
Using now t ≤ T and Gronwall’s Lemma 2.3, we obtain
‖|(ωh, ξh)‖|E,MDG .
√G + T
∫ t
0
(‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖0,Th) dτ,
where
G = ‖|(ωI , ξI)‖|2E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖20,Th
+ T
∫ T
0
‖|(ωIτ , ξIτ )‖|2E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωIτ )‖20,Th + ‖|(ωI , ξI)‖|2E,MDG + ‖D1/2ε(ωI)‖20,Th dτ.
The proof is complete using interpolation estimates (48a) and (48c) and taking the supre-
mum over t ∈ (0, T ].
6.2 DG methods for the displacement formulation
The displacement variational formulation for the continuous solution u allowing for dis-
continuous test functions can be written as:
(ρutt,v)Th + (ε(u),Dε(v))Th − 〈{Dε(u)}δ , [[v]]〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
= (f ,v)Th + (g,ut)FN
h
, ∀v ∈ V h
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where we have used (12) and that [[Dε(u)]] = 0. The error equation is obtained by
subtracting (27) from the above equation, using that [[u]] = 0 on F ∈ FhI ∪ FDh and
recalling the definition of a(·, ·):
(ρeutt,v)Th + a(e
u,v) = 0 ∀v ∈ V h, (57)
where eu = u− uh.
Before stating the main theorem of this section, we observe that with standard argu-
ments it can be proved
|a(v,w)| . ‖v‖a‖w‖a . ‖|v‖|E,IP‖|w‖|E,IP ∀v,w ∈ H2(Th), (58)
where ‖ · ‖a is defined as in (31).
Theorem 6.2. Let u be the solution of (2a)–(2f), and let uh ∈ V h be the approximated
solution obtained with the SIP(δ) method defined in Section 5. Assume that the penalty
parameter c00 appearing in (26) is large enough. Then,
sup
0<t≤T
‖|u(t) − uh(t)‖|E,IP . hk sup
0<t≤T
(|u(t)|2k+1,Ω + h2|uτ (t)|2k+1,Ω)1/2
+ hk
∫ T
0
(|uτ (τ)|2k+1,Ω + h2|uττ (τ)|2k+1,Ω)1/2 dτ, (59)
where the hidden constant depends on the polynomial degree k, D∗, ρ∗, the shape regularity
constant of the mesh Th and depens linearly on the time T .
Proof. Writing eu = ωI − ωh = (u− uI)− (uh − uI),
eu = ωI − ωh = (u− uI)− (uh − uI) ,
the triangle inequality gives
‖|u− uh‖|E,IP ≤ ‖|ωI‖|E,IP + ‖|ωh‖|E,IP.
It is enough to estimate ‖|ωh‖|E,IP since the other term can be bounded by the interpolation
estimates (48b). We follow the stability proof and observe that the error equation (57)
becomes
(ρωhtt,v)Th + a(ω
h,v) = (ρωItt,v)Th + a(ω
I ,v) ∀v ∈ V h .
By setting v = ωht , we have
1
2
d
dt
(
‖ωh‖2E,IP − 2〈[[ωh]], {Dε(ωh)}δ〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
)
= (ρωItt,ω
h
t )Th + a(ω
I ,ωht ) .
Notice that the right hand side is exactly in the form of (46) with vh = ω
h (see proof of
Proposition 5.2). Integrating in time between 0 and t and using that ωh(0) = 0, we get
‖|ωh‖|2E,IP .
∫ t
0
(ρωItt,ω
h
t )Th dτ +
∫ t
0
a(ωI ,ωht ) dτ
. t
∫ t
0
‖ρ1/2ωIττ‖0,Th‖ρ1/2ωhτ‖0,Th dτ + a(ωI ,ωh)−
∫ t
0
a(ωIt ,ω
h) dτ,
where in the last step we have used Jensen and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities for the first
term and formula (10) with w = ωI and z = ωh, together with ωh(0) = 0 for the second
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one. Using continuity of a(·, ·), see (58), and the arithmetic geometric inequality with
ǫ > 0, we obtain
(1− Cǫ)‖|ωh‖|2E,IP .
1
ǫ
‖|ωI‖|2E,IP + t
∫ t
0
‖|ωIt ‖|E,IP‖|ωh‖|E,IP dτ.
Choosing ǫ small enough, using t ≤ T and applying Gronwall’s Lemma 2.3, we get
‖|ωh‖|E,IP . ‖|ωI‖|E,IP + T
∫ t
0
‖|ωIt ‖|E,IP dτ .
The proof is concluded by using the interpolation estimates (48b) and taking the supremum
over t ∈ (0, T ].
7 Numerical results
To conclude our analysis we present some numerical results obtained with the DG spectral
element code SPEED (http://mox.polimi.it/it/progetti/speed), cf. [22], where the
fully discrete solution is recovered by coupling our semidiscrete formulation with the second
order accurate explicit leap-frog time integration scheme.
We start showing a test case confirming the (optimal) theoretical convergence rates
shown in Section 6. For brevity, we only report the results obtained with the SIP(δ)
method with δ = 1/2, cf. Section 4.2, but similar results can be obtained with the NIP
and IIP methods in (27).
We solve a wave propagation problem in Ω = (0, 1)3, set the Lame´ parameters λ, µ
and the mass density ρ equal to 1, and choose f such that problem (2a)–(2f) features the
exact solution
u(x, t) = sin(3πt)
 − sin2(πx) sin(2πy) sin(2πz)sin(2πx) sin2(πy) sin(2πz)
sin(2πx) sin(2πy) sin2(πz)
 .
The Dirichlet boundary conditions on the whole ∂Ω, the initial displacement u0, and ini-
tial velocity u1 are set accordingly. We consider a Cartesian decomposition of the domain Ω
and define four levels of refinements, corresponding to mesh sizes h = 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625
(resp. h = 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.03125) for a polynomial approximation degree k ≥ 2 (resp.
k = 1). The simulations have been carried out for a time interval [0, 10], using a time
step ∆t = 1 · 10−5. Notice that a so small time step together with the smooth tempo-
ral behavior of u, guarantee that the temporal component of the error does not affect
the spatial component. The IP energy norm has been evaluated at each discrete time
tn = t0+n∆t, for n = 1, ..., 10
6 so that the norm max0<tn≤T ‖(u−uh)(tn)‖E,IP represents
a good approximation of the norm in Theorem 6.2. Since high order spatial approximation
of elastodynamics problems have been previously addressed in the context of spectral or
spectral element methods (with continuous polynomial matching across interelements), cf.
[24, 11, 16, 15, 20], for completeness, we therefore compare the numerical results obtained
with the SIP(δ) method to the analogous ones obtained with the spectral element method
(SEM). For the SE approximation the spatial error has been evaluated using the energy
norm defined in (31), obviously neglecting the last term.
In Figure 1 we show the computed error as a function of the mesh size h for different
polynomial approximation degrees k = 1, 2, 3, 4; the corresponding computed convergence
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Figure 1: Computed energy error versus the mesh size h, for different polynomial approx-
imation degrees k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (loglog scale).
Table 1: Computed convergence rates for different polynomial approximation degrees
k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
k
method 1 2 3 4
SIP(δ) 1.1212 2.1157 2.8478 3.7973
SEM 0.9492 2.0622 3.0135 3.7973
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Figure 2: Computed energy error versus the time step ∆t for different polynomial approx-
imation degrees k = 1, 2, 3 and h = 0.125 (loglog scale). NIP method (27) (–) vs modified
NIP (29) [27] method (- -).
rates are reported in Table 1. The numerical results confirm the theoretical results proved
in Theorem 6.2 and demonstrate once again the h−optimality of DG discretizations.
We now investigate the stability of the NIP method (27), (with θ = 1 in (28)) and
the corresponding modification given in (29) (originally introduced in [27]). In Figure 2
we show the computed error as a function of the time step ∆t for a fixed mesh size
h = 0.125 varying the polynomial approximation degree k = 1, 2, 3. Similar results where
obtained for different mesh sizes h. As it can be seen from the graphics, the presence
of the additional stabilization term imposes a much severe restriction on the time step
size required to guarantee stability in practice, than for the original IP method. So even
if the extra term is helpful for the theoretical analysis of the method (29), it needs to
be handled extremely carefully in the numerical simulations, in order to guarantee the
stability in practice, and it seems to impose a much stringent condition on the time step
∆t. From these experiments, we infer that the efficiency of the modified scheme (29) seems
to be lower than that of the plain IP (27).
Finally, to conclude the analysis, we consider the homogeneous elastic domain Ω =
(0, 1)3, with λ, µ, ρ = 1 not excited by external loads, i.e., f = 0. We set homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial conditions
u0(x) = 0, u1(x) =
 −3π sin2(πx) sin(2πy) sin(2πz)3π sin(2πx) sin2(πy) sin(2πz)
3π sin(2πx) sin(2πy) sin2(πz)
 .
for the displacement and the velocity field, respectively.
For the sake of brevity we report only the results obtained with the SIP(δ) approxi-
mation, for δ = 1/2, fixing the mesh size h = 0.125, the polynomial degree k = 3,
and the time step ∆t = 1 · 10−4 for a time interval [0, 10]. In Figure 4 we report the
ratio ‖uh(tn)‖E,IP/‖uh0‖E,IP as a function of time t. It is easy to see that the above
ratio is bounded for all t ∈ [0, 10], verifying the property (i) of Proposition 5.2, i.e.,
‖uh(tn)‖E,IP/‖uh0‖E,IP ≤ C.
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A Proof of Lemma 2.1
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof of the first estimate is achieved in three steps.
Step I. We consider the weak formulation (7a)—(7b) and take as test function v = ut ∈
H10,ΓD(Ω) in (7a), getting
(ρutt,ut)Ω + (σ, ε(ut))Ω = (f ,ut)Ω + (g,ut)ΓN . (60)
Notice that we have used implicitly the time derivative of the Dirichlet boundary condition,
expressed in equation (2c).
Step II. We differentiate with respect to time the constitutive equation (2b)
Aσt − ε(ut) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ], (61)
and we consider its weak formulation obtained taking as a test function σ ∈ L2(Ω):
(Aσt,σ)Ω − (ε(ut),σ)Ω = 0.
Step III. Summing up the above equation and (60), we have
(ρutt,ut)Ω + (Aσt,σ)Ω = (f ,ut)Ω + (g,ut)ΓN ,
or equivalently
1
2
d
dt
(
‖ρ1/2ut‖20,Ω + ‖A1/2σ‖20,Ω
)
= (f ,ut)Ω + (g,ut)ΓN .
Integration in time of the above identity, taking into account the definition of the energy
norm (8), yields to
1
2
‖(u,σ)‖2E =
1
2
‖(u0,σ0)‖2E +
∫ t
0
(f ,uτ )Ω dτ +
∫ t
0
(g,uτ )ΓN dτ. (62)
If f = g = 0 the result trivially follows. Otherwise, to obtain the thesis we need to
estimate the last two integrals above. For the first one, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
gives∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(f ,uτ )Ω dτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω‖ρ1/2uτ‖0,Ω dτ ≤
∫ t
0
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω‖(u,σ)‖E dτ, (63)
where we have also used the lower bound on the material density (3). Before dealing with
the last integral in (62), we preliminarily observe that the trace theorem (cf. [1]) together
with Korn’s inequality (cf. [14], for example) and the lower bound in (6) gives:
‖u‖20,ΓN ≤ ‖u‖21/2,ΓN . ‖ε(u)‖20,Ω = ‖Aσ‖20,Ω ≤ D−1∗ ‖(u,σ)‖2E . (64)
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We rewrite the last integral in (62) by using Fubini’s theorem together with integration
by parts (with respect to time)∫ t
0
(g,uτ )ΓN dτ =
∫
ΓN
∫ t
0
g · uτ dτ ds
=
∫
ΓN
[g(0) · u(0) − g(t) · u(t)] ds−
∫
ΓN
∫ t
0
gτ · u dτ ds
= (g0,u0)0,ΓN − (g,u)0,ΓN −
∫ t
0
(gτ ,u)0,ΓN dτ.
The above identity together with the Cauchy-Schwarz and the arithmetic-geometric in-
equalities lead to∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(g,uτ )ΓN dτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12‖g0‖20,ΓN+12‖u0‖20,ΓN+ǫ‖g‖20,ΓN+1ǫ ‖u‖20,ΓN+
∫ t
0
‖gτ‖0,ΓN ‖u‖0,ΓN dτ,
where ǫ > 0 is still at our disposal. Using (64) (also for the initial data, which is assumed
to be compatible) we finally obtain∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(g,uτ )ΓN dτ
∣∣∣∣ . 12‖g0‖20,ΓN + D−1∗2 ‖(u0,σ0)‖2E + ǫD−1∗ ‖g‖20,ΓN
+
D−1∗
ǫ
‖(u,σ)‖2E +
∫ t
0
‖gτ‖0,ΓN ‖(u,σ)‖Edτ.
Substituting the above estimate together with (63) in the identity (62), we get(
1
2
− CD
−1
∗
ǫ
)
‖(u,σ)‖2E .
1
2
‖g0‖20,ΓN +
(D−1∗ + 1)
2
‖(u0,σ0)‖2E
+ ǫD−1∗ ‖g‖20,ΓN +
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω + ‖gτ‖0,ΓN
)
‖(u,σ)‖E dτ.
Choosing ǫ so that 1/2 − CD−1∗ ǫ−1 > 0 we have
‖(u,σ)‖2E .
1
2
‖g0‖20,ΓN +
(D−1∗ + 1)
2
‖(u0,σ0)‖2E
+D−1∗ ‖g‖20,ΓN +
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω + ‖gτ‖0,ΓN
)
‖(u,σ)‖E dτ.
The proof is complete applying Gronwall’s lemma
‖(u,σ)‖E .
√G + 1
2
∫ t
0
(
ρ
−1/2
∗ ‖f‖0,Ω + ‖gτ‖0,ΓN
)
dτ,
with
G = 1
2
‖g0‖20,ΓN +
(D−1∗ + 1)
2
‖(u0,σ0)‖2E +D−1∗ sup
0<t≤T
‖g‖20,ΓN .
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B Proof of Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4
In this appendix we collect the proofs of the auxiliary Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, used in the
stability analysis.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. The proof goes along the same lines as in the continuous case with
subtle modifications to obtain bounds independent of h.
Estimate (33) follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality together with the lower
bound of the mass density (3). To show estimate (34), we proceed similarly to get∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈c22gτ ,σh n〉FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ D−1/2∗ ∫ t
0
‖gτ‖1/2,ΓN ‖c1/222 σhn‖0,FNh dτ . (65)
Next, we notice that for each t ∈ [0, T ], the map g(t) belongs to H1/2(ΓN ). The inverse
trace theorem [1] guarantees that the trace operator has a continuous right inverse opera-
tor, say T : H1/2(ΓN ) −→ H1(Ω). Hence, taking into account the scaling of the parameter
c22 and using the trace inequality (16b) we have
‖c1/222 g‖20,F = c2hF k−2{D}−1‖g‖20,F . c2k−2D−1∗ ‖g‖21,K ∀F ∈ FNh , F ⊂ ∂K ,
where, with an abuse of notation, we have denoted by g = Tg the extension of g. Summing
over all F ∈ FNh and using the continuity of the operator T we get
‖c1/222 gτ‖20,FN
h
.
∑
K∈Th
D−1∗ ‖gτ‖21,K = D−1∗ ‖gτ‖21,Ω . D−1∗ ‖gτ‖21/2,ΓN . (66)
Substitution of the above estimate in (65) gives (34).
To prove (35), we use integration by parts formula (10) with w = g and z = uh, together
with triangle and Jensen’ inequality to get∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
〈g,uhτ 〉FN
h
dτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣〈g0,uh0〉FNh ∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣〈g,uh〉FNh ∣∣∣+ t
∫ t
0
∣∣∣〈gτ ,uh〉FN
h
∣∣∣ dτ. (67)
Therefore, we only need to estimate the inner product |〈g,uh〉FN
h
|, where the first argument
could be either g0, g or gτ . Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality, the trace inequality (17) and
inequality (18) with ω = F ∈ FNh gives∣∣∣∣∫
F
g,uhds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖g‖Lq(F )‖uh‖Lp(F ) . ‖g‖Lq(F )h−1/p‖uh‖W 1,p(K)
. ‖g‖Lq(F )h−1/phd(
1
p
− 1
2
)‖uh‖1,K = ‖g‖Lq(F )h
2d−2−dp
2p ‖uh‖1,K ,
where, for any F ∈ FNh , K is the only element in Th such that F ⊂ ∂K. Setting now
p = (2d− 2)/d (whose conjugate is q = (2d−2)(d−2) ) the above inequality becomes∣∣∣∣∫
F
g,uhds
∣∣∣∣ . ‖g‖Lq(F )‖uh‖1,K . (68)
Notice that q = ∞ for d = 2 and q = 4 for d = 3. Using that F is a d − 1 dimensional
element and using the continuity of the Sobolev embedding H1(F ) −→ Lq(F ) [1], we have
‖g‖Lq(F ) . ‖g‖1,F ∀g ∈ H1(F ), q =
(2d− 2)
(d− 2) .
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Substituting the above bound in (68) and summing over all faces F ∈ FNh , gives∣∣∣〈g,uh〉FN
h
∣∣∣ .‖g‖1,ΓN (‖uh‖20,Th + ∣∣∣uh∣∣∣21,Th
)1/2
. (69)
Applying the discrete Poincare´ and Korn inequalities [7, 6], and the bound in (6), we have
‖uh‖20,Th + |uh|21,Th . ‖ε(uh)‖20,Th +
∑
F∈Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖h−1/2F [[uh]]‖20,F
. D−1∗
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖20,Th + ∑
F∈Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖h−1/2F {D}1/2[[uh]]‖20,F

= D−1∗ ‖uh‖2a.
Finally, substituting the above estimate in (69) yields∣∣∣〈g,uh〉FN
h
∣∣∣ .‖g‖1,ΓND−1∗ ‖uh‖a.
Applying now the above estimate to each term in (67), we finally get∣∣∣〈g0,uh0〉FN
h
∣∣∣ . D−1∗ ‖g0‖1,ΓN ‖uh0‖a,∫ t
0
∣∣∣〈gτ ,uh〉FN
h
∣∣∣ dτ . ∫ t
0
D
−1/2
∗ ‖gτ‖1,ΓN ‖uh‖a dτ.∣∣∣〈g(t),uh(t)〉FN
h
∣∣∣ . D−1∗
ǫ
‖g(t)‖21,ΓN + ǫ‖uh(t)‖2a,
where for the last term we have also used the arithmetic geometric inequality with ǫ > 0.
Substitution of the above estimates into (67) completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We start rewriting the second equation in (23) with τ = Dε(uh)
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖20,Th = (ε(uh),Dε(uh))Th = (Aσh,Dε(uh))Th + 〈c22[[σh]], [[Dε(uh)]]〉Foh
+ 〈c22(σhn− g),Dε(uh)n〉FN
h
+ 〈[[uh]], {Dε(uh)}〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
− 〈{uh}(1−δ) − {uh}, [[Dε(uh)]]〉Foh ,
(70)
Prior to estimate all terms on the right-hand side above, we note that Agmon’s (16a) and
inverse inequalities (19), and the definition of c22 give
‖c1/222 [[Dε(uh)]]‖0,F . ‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,K , ‖c1/222 {Dε(uh)}δ‖0,F . ‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,K . (71)
Now, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the first estimate above, the first three terms
in (70) can be bounded by∣∣∣(Aσh,Dε(uh))Th∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A1/2σh‖0,Th‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,Th ,∣∣∣〈c22[[σh]], [[Dε(uh)]]〉Fo
h
∣∣∣ . ‖c1/222 [[σh]]‖0,Foh‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,K∣∣∣〈c22(σhn− g),Dε(uh)n〉FN
h
∣∣∣ . (‖c1/222 [[σh]]‖0,FN
h
+ ‖c1/222 g‖0,FN
h
)
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,K .
To estimate the last two terms in (70), notice that c11c22 = O(1) since,
c−111 =
(
c1h
−1
F k
2{D})−1 = (c1c2)−1c2hF k−2{D}−1 = (c1c2)−1c22.
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Then, the Cauchy Schwarz inequality and (71) give for the fourth term∣∣∣〈[[uh]], {Dε(uh)}〉Fo
h
∪FD
h
∣∣∣ . ‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖c1/222 {Dε(uh)}‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
. ‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖0,Fo
h
∪FD
h
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,Ω. (72)
Analogously, the last term can be estimated using identity (15) and (71)∣∣∣−〈{uh}(1−δ) − {uh}, [[Dε(uh)]]〉Foh ∣∣∣ . ‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖0,Foh‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,Ω.
Finally, substituting all the estimates into (70) we obtain
‖D1/2ε(uh)‖0,Th .‖A1/2σh‖0,Th + ‖c1/211 [[uh]]‖0,Foh + ‖c
1/2
22 [[σ
h]]‖0,FN
h
+ ‖c1/222 g‖0,FN
h
,
The proof is then concluded by arguing as in the proof of (34) in Lemma 5.3 (using
estimate (66))
‖c1/222 g‖20,FN
h
. D−1∗ ‖g‖21/2,ΓN .
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